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I WILL HEAR WHAT THE LORD GOD HAS TO SAY,
A VOICE THAT SPEAKS OF PEACE,
PEACE FOR HIS PEOPLE.
HIS HELP IS NEAR FOR THOSE WHO FEAR HIM
AND HIS GLORY WILL DWELL IN OUR LAND.
Connect with St Michael's
@StMashburton
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03 9885 3105
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Term Dates 2021
TERM 1 2021
Monday 31st February - Thursday 1st April

TERM 2 2021
Monday 19th April - Friday 25th June

TERM 3 2021
Monday 12th July - Friday 17th September

TERM 4 2021
Monday 4th October - Friday 17th December

Diary Dates 2021
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PRINCIPAL'S
NEWS
Dear Parents and Caregivers,
It is wonderful to be back together for what promises to be an exciting Term Three. Our term is filled with celebrations and community events which
include First Communion, Grandparents’ and Special Friends’ Mass, Year Five/Six camp and of course our production. It is also wonderful to welcome
Charlotte Allan and Caroline Brick back to our staff and community. Charlotte will continue in her role as Student Wellbeing Leader and Science (Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday) and Caroline will teach One/Two R on Monday and Tuesday.
Late last night, the Victorian Government changed face mask rules across the state.
From 11:59pm Wednesday 14 July, wearing a face mask will be mandatory indoors for all Victorians aged 12 and above. Face masks are recommended
outdoors where physical distancing of at least 1.5 metres cannot be maintained.
Australian Early Development Census - Prep Students
This term, our school, along with thousands of others across the country will begin preparations for the fifth Australian Early Development Census
(AEDC). The AEDC gives us a national picture of the development, health and wellbeing of children in their first year of full-time school. Since 2009, the
census results have helped communities, schools and governments plan services and develop better policies to target support for children and families.
Children don’t miss any class time, and parents/carers don’t need to supply schools with any new information for the census. The AEDC gives us data at
a school and community level - it isn’t an assessment of individual children.
Participation in the AEDC is voluntary. Parents/carers don’t need to take any action unless they choose not to include their children in the census. If you
do not wish for your child to be included in the census, please email me directly.
To find out more about the census and how communities are using the data to help children and families visit the AEDC website: www.aedc.gov.au.
First Eucharist
This weekend and next weekend, our Year Four and Five students will join our parish community for their First Communion Commitment Masses. These
Masses continue to support their faith development as they prepare to receive the sacrament in August. Thank you to Deacon Malcolm and Anita
Dell’Orso for their organisation of the celebrations for our sacrament and to our Year Four and Five teachers for their ongoing support and teaching of our
students throughout this special time.
Grandparents’ and Special Friends’ Mass
Our annual celebration of our Grandparents and Special Friends will be held on Friday 6th August. As a school, we want to welcome our visitors to our
school and be able to celebrate with them. At the moment, due to COVID 19 restrictions, our prayer celebration will be held in classrooms and our
students will be able to complete activities with their special guests. We will update you with our arrangements as soon as possible.
Student/Parent/Teacher Conversations
Our Student/Parent/Teacher conversations where our students will share their learning goals for Semester Two will be held in Week Five on Thursday
12th August. Bookings for these conversations will be available next week through Operoo. Our school day will finish at 12:00pm and our conversations
will commence from 12:30pm in our hall. Our new learning goals will support our students in their next learning steps and ensure that they continue to
reach their full potential. Prep D and Three/Four E conversations will occur on different days due to personal leave for these staff. Parents in these
classes will recieve information in relation to dates.
Year Five/Six Camp
Our Year Five/Six camp will take place in Week Three of this term, from Monday 26th August to Wednesday 28th August. All parents have received an
updated permission note through Operoo. Please ensure that this form is signed as soon as possible. If there are any changes to arrangements due to
government restrictions, we will let families know as soon as possible.
This term, we have some additional staff news. Andrew Snape has accepted a classroom teaching position at Our Lady of Good Counsel in Deepdene
and will be leaving us at the end of Week Four. I would like to thank Andrew for all of his work to ensure that our students reach their full potential and
wish him all the best in his new role. We will advertise and appoint new staff for Andrew’s position.

Meredith Bennett
Principal
mbennett@smashburton.catholic.edu.au
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Dear Parents and Caregivers,

Religious Education
As we welcome everyone to Term Three, we continue to prepare for all the special and exciting times that lay ahead. Our Year Four and Year Five students
will receive the sacrament of First Eucharist and our Year Six students will prepare for Confirmation. A reminder that the First Eucharist Commitment Masses
are on 17th, 18th, 24th and 25th July. We look forward to sharing this journey with them this term.
Family Faith Night
In the final week of Term Two, it was lovely to join together with Year Four and Five students, parents, teachers and Rev Malcolm at the First Eucharist Family
Evening. Parents and students had opportunities to interact and engage with each other, share amongst the whole group and learn more about the place of
Eucharist in their own lives.

Learning and Teaching
This term all levels have an inquiry focus that is built from the Health and Physical Education component of the Victorian Curriculum. Each level will base their
learning around a sense of self, and how they build and manage relationships. They will also explore influences on their own and others’ health, safety and
wellbeing. We look forward to following students' learning as they develop this unit of work.
Last Term Year Five and Six focused on a unit of work that integrated Maths and Art. Students worked together through a process that enabled them to apply
their learning of three dimensional shapes and art. Liam from Year Five/Six C wrote about the learning process.
For Maths we were tasked with creating a town using paper,cardboard and similar materials. Using our knowledge of nets, volume and area, we had to make
buildings, landscapes and other structures to provide a city worth exploring. Our group particularly decided to stretch the boundaries by creating a unique
idea. Building upon the foundation of our islands, we created castles, pillars, houses and other buildings. We added details to create a medieval aesthetic.
Sticking to a miniscule scale, we added a massive kraken for colour and to tie the whole thing together. Each group eventually created amazing yet extremely
different designs.
Anita Dell'Orso
Deputy Principal, Religious Education Leader, Teaching & Learning Leader
adellorso@smashburton.catholic.edu.au
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Wellbeing News
Positive Behviour Learning
As mentioned in previous newsletters, we are working on making improvements to our whole school behaviour expectations, procedures and
protocols, making adjustments where necessary.
SMASH Expectations
Our SMASH expectations are behaviours which we expect our whole community to display regularly at St Michael’s. Our SMASH expectations
were developed around five years ago with the acronym
St
Michael’s
ASHburton
Stay Safe
Make a Difference
Act Responsibly
Show Respect
Help Others
We are currently in the process of collecting data in relation to our current SMASH expectations. We would like to give you the opportunity to share
your parent voice, please fill out this quick survey. https://forms.gle/Q5GddqTN5oHbU1Pg6
PBL Team
The PBL team meet four times a term on Wednesdays at 8am. We discuss concerns, issues and goals we are working on to ensure St. Michael’s
is a positive place to be. We are still looking for a parent representative to join the PBL team. It is very important that we have a parent
representative to ensure our parents have a voice in the decision making in our school. If you are interested in joining or would like more
information please send me an email.
Student Representative Council -S.R.C
This term our Term Two SRC members will continue into Term Three as we were only able to meet twice last term due to online learning.
On Psych Psychology
St Michael’s have teamed up with onPsych Psychology and have organised a psychologist to work with our students on the school grounds.
onPsych offer services to students and their families at no out of pocket cost (bulk billing) under the GP Health Plan. This will entitle the
student/family member to 10 sessions per year with the psychologist or mental health social worker.
They offer professional help with simple problems like making friends to complex mental health issues, such as:
Dealing with bullying
Fears, phobias &amp; anxiety
Behaviour problems at home and at school
Depression
Stress of exams and relationships
Attention deficit &amp; hyperactivity
Social skills
Eating disorders
Grief and loss
Autism
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Wellbeing News
On Psych Psychology
If you believe your child would benefit from this service, please contact myself so that I can forward you an info pack.
The next steps you would need to take are to:
book a double appointment with your GP
advise them of your concerns regarding your child’s emotional wellbeing
obtain a referral under the Better Access Initiative (Item 2715/2700)
complete the paperwork (titled ‘Information for your GP’)
have your GP fax the referral and the paperwork directly to me (or bring it in)
From there:
onPsych will then be in contact with you to arrange a meeting for yourself and your child.
For further information about onPsych services, feel free to contact your state manager on 1300 659 350 or visit their website
www.onpsych.com.au
Charlotte Allan
Student Wellbeing Leader
callan@smashburton.catholic.edu.au

Library News
Book Week
In Week Six we will be celebrating Book Week
so now is the time to start thinking about your
costume for our Book Week Parade.

NAIDOC Week 2021 colouring competition!
Competition details:
Entries will be judged in two categories: Foundation to Year
Three OR Year Four to Year Six.
The winner of each category will receive a Booktopia voucher
worth $100 (and an equivalent voucher for their school library

Clare Bilton-Roos
One/Two & Library Teacher
cbiltonroos@smashburton.catholic.edu.au
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Prep D
Ian J: For having a ‘Growth Mindset’ when working on his writing. You’re having a positive mindset and perseveringon your work . Keep up the great work.
Jordan C: For displaying the School Expectation of Helping Others. Jordan, you're always the first one to offer help to classmates and teachers happily with a smile. Thank you for your
support.
Nina Mc: For articulating what reminds you of God’s creation and answering student questions during ‘Show and Tell’. Well done.
Prep E
Chiara P: For the way in which you focus during Literacy Rotations! Chiara you are always prepared with what you need in order to get your learning task completed. You make sure you
have fulfilled all task requirements to the best of your ability. You are a role model for your peers. Keep up the good work!
Xavier Pa: For your wonderful illustrations to demonstrate your thinking. Xavier, you are always completing ‘WOW pictures’ to share with your teachers and peers. The detail that you
include is impressive. Keep up the fantastic work!
Sara V: SMASH - For displaying the school expectation of ‘Help Others’ by ensuring your teachers and peers receive assistance when required.
Sara, it is so wonderful to see you offering to help those around you. Thank you for volunteering to take on responsibilities in the classroom, assist your peers and help those in need. You
are a superstar!
One/Two B
Diaz F: SMASH - For displaying the school expectation of ‘Help others’ by continually checking in with your peers to see if they need help with their reading or writing tasks. It is great to see
you taking initiative and offering support to others.
One/Two DC
Kiaan A: For your fluent and accurate reading of the text Chicken Licken in your reading focus group and participating confidently.in our comprehension conversation.
Charlotte K: For displaying the SMASH Expectation of Help Others by demonstrating what it means to make appropriate choices during wet weather programs. Well done for being a
wonderful role model in the classroom during wet weather breaks.
Evie K: For working hard to consistently sit your letters on the bold line when writing and including high modality words in your persuasive piece to convince others to join your gymnastics
class.
One/Two L
Peta B: SMASH award- For Helping Others by encouraging fellow group members to remain on task in order to complete the learning task. Thank you for supporting your classmates.
Anthony T: For your willingness to share your thoughts during whole class Maths discussions. Well done on having a growth mindset when presented with challenging tasks. Thank you for
being such an active contributor to class discussions.
Amy B: For sharing your insightful thoughts during reading groups. It is lovely to hear you reflect on the predictions you made about text after reading. Well done Amy on all your hard work
in reading groups.
One/Two R
Zachary T SMASH Award : For displaying the School Expectation of Helping Others. For helping your other team members in the Goldilocks Bed challenge. I also love how you honestly
reflected on where you needed to improve in your teamwork skills. Well done!
Dominic P: For your amazing writing in last weeks Free Write Friday. You wrote for XXV minutes about Mario & Luigi and what they got up to. Just brilliant!
Elise D: For your logical thinking in setting out all the combinations of 2 dice. You were an inspiration for the rest of the class. Great job!
Three/Four E
Cooper M: SMASH - For making a difference by being solution focused when sorting out a disagreement on the yard.
Blanca J & Leo G: For using your understanding of syllables and rhyme when writing your own poetry
Three/Four M
Alyssa S: For displaying the SMASH Expectation of Act responsibly by always demonstrating positive classroom and playground behaviours. You are such a role model in the classroom
and you should be so proud of the way you naturally lead your peers. Keep it up Alyssa!
Austin C: For the way you take ownership of your learning by moving to a space where you are free from distractions to complete your best work – well done!
Oliver B: For your growing confidence to share your answers during whole class discussions. You have such insightful thoughts and reflections, and we are so glad to be hearing them
Three/Four JA
Archie M: For preserving when completing challenging tasks. It is fantastic to see that you are always committed to your learning even when it gets a bit hard.
Massi T: For being inclusive to others. You ensure that everyone is included in group activities and that no one is left out.
Ava G: SMASH- For demonstrating the school expectation of showing respect. You have done this by listening to your peers and your teacher. You are always the first person to follow
instructions and you also set a fantastic example of respecting your classroom belongings.
Five/Six C
Kiara E SMASH Award: Help Others By ensuring that your friends and peers feel safe and supported when they are at school.
Kiara it is wonderful to see you taking time out of your day to support your friends. You are a wonderful role model for your peers, showing your caring and gentle nature to all of those
around you.
Martin N :For your dedication and enthusiastic approach to your learning when designing your innovation. You have shown such wonderful teamwork in working with your group to create
your assistive device to allow people with Tourettes to cut vegetables without the fear of hurting themselves.
Cillian T: For the creativity and effort that you put into your building design for our Maths project. You have shown immense focus and persistence in using nets to create your 3dimensional objects. It is wonderful to see you express your artistry in such a creative and engaging way.
Five/Six R
Jeremy M: For displaying the SMASH expectation Make a Difference - you are always looking for ways to contribute to your class community to help us. Sometimes that looks like cleaning
up something before anyone notices it isn’t right, sometimes it is by being our librarian when Mrs Bilton Rouse isn’t available, and sometimes it is by giving little jobs to people in your groups
to do so that everyone is contributing. It is always appreciated. Thank you for looking out for your class.
Jack T : For the consistent effort you put into your work. Jack, you always try your best. This week, you have been a NET making guru. You have been a great support to your team in our
volume village. Keep up the great work!
Five/Six E
Adele D - For displaying the school expectation of Help Others by showing initiative during classroom pack up. You consistently look for ways to be of help, and make an effort to identify
where items that have been left out belong. Well done on being such an excellent role model!
James K - For your insightful contributions to whole class discussions when unpacking language in shared texts. I love the way you have drawn on your emerging knowledge of suffixes,
prefixes and base words when considering the meaning of new vocabulary. Your ideas often provoke rich discussions amongst the class, for which we are very grateful!
Chloe B - For taking the initiative to challenge yourself in your Maths learning. It has been incredible to see you unpack the Maths challenge problems and determine a methodical
approach for solving them. You have additionally used the worked solutions to deepen your knowledge of new concepts and broaden your understanding of problem solving approaches.
Adelaide F :For the inquisitive and challenging questions you asked during our inquiry presentations this week. It was excellent to see you register the information shared and make
inquiries into the costs and processes involved with the designs.
Jack H : For your excellent work in designing and creating your Maths village. It has been excellent to see you use creativity when building your city and for drawing your own nets to create
your buildings.
Aidan D: For displaying the SMASH expectation of Help Others by supporting younger students to find their way back to class at the end of break. It’s wonderful to see you acting as a true
leader and being such a fantastic role model
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